S u m m a ry . A Self-tuning P I D controller (S T C ) using a linguistic description o f the control strategy and based on the theory o f fuzzy set is presented in this paper. 
The main ideas in this work are concerned with closedJoop s response (see Fig 1) .
The stategy to tune the param eters o f the PID controller is based on I, II, III, IV stage o f closed Joop s response. A t the stages I and III the output o f the system approaches to the setpoint. T o accelerate the system response at these stages are needed. On the contrary at the stages II, IV the output derivates away from the setpoint, the system response must be slowdown. In this paper we asume that the process to be controlled has single input u (t) and single output y (t ). The S T C PID controller must be to bring the process output y(t) to prescribed setpoint r(t). Fig 2 is the block scheme o f ST C PID controller. The closed -loops error e(t) = r(i) -y(t) and the control u(i) has the following standard form in discret tim e
or in continuouse time t The approxim ately o f the sinusoid envelope with (Fig 1) w
u[k) = Kp(e[t) + Kd[de(t)/dt) + Ki j e(t)dt
Then it can to see the ratio o f the two positive (negative) peaks o f closed J oop s response
where A = -7 J = .
(5)
From Fig 1 the dam ped period o f oscilation P is given by
Then the ultim ate period Pu is found 
From (1) we can get the param eters o f PID by following Ziegler-Nichols form ula r^. 2-/1 + A 2 , . It is easy to see
exp{-2nA) f e[t)dt = f e{t)dt.
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E quation (17) points out that A is function o f e{k), then we can write From equation (18) The basic o f this calculation is described on the hand:
If e is ¿'¿and cis Cy, then /3 is /9»y
(20) 
and R = maxij Rij.
Therefore every fuzzy value x and y are the observation on E', C', resperctivly, then fuzzy control p is calculated according to the com positional rule o f inference
Formula (24) has a form
fi/3'(z) = maxx_ y (min(E'(x),Cl[y),R(x,y,z))).
In the other hand, from 2 based on [3] and 1. (A m athem atical m odel and algorithm o f fuzzy controller) we can write that the output o f fuzzy inference is described by 
